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Supernova Remnant: what do we see ?
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What do we learn ?
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Accelerated particles Shocked ISM Shocked ejecta

• Acceleration mechanism


• Composition (e- and/or p)


• Acceleration efficiency 

•Maximal energy reached


• Escape (diffusion)

•Probe of the ISM:

•density, metalicity

•clues for SN progenitor

•acceleration initial conditions


•Collisionless shock physics: 
• mass & Vshock relation 
• e- /p T° equilibration 

•Supernova yield:

• SN type 

• mass of progenitor

• metalicity of progenitor 

•Morphology and kinematics: 
• 3D ejecta distribution 
• SN explosion mechanism 

Optical, UV, X-rays IR, optical, X-raysRadio, X, Gamma-rays, ν

Messengers: 



Core collapse explosion mechanisms

• What can the remnant tell us about the supernova explosion ? 
• Explosion mechanisms leave fingerprints in the ejecta  
• Key observables: 3D distribution, ejecta velocity and abundances ratio 
• Proper motion (over 10-20 yrs) & radial velocity (Doppler effect)
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?

T=460 ms T=340 ans

Cassiopeia A 

Chandra X-ray viewJanka, 2016



How do core collapse SN explode ?
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- Shock powered by energy deposition from the 1053 ergs in neutrinos 
- Role of hydro instabilities in neutrino heating 

- Sloshing motions (SASI). ~large scale 
- Neutrino buoyant convection. ~smaller scale 

Proto-neutron star 
source of neutrinos

Neutrinos produce low density, high temperature regions

Fernandez, 2015

see J. Guilet’s talk



• Detection of stable 48Ti coincident with Fe, Cr 

• High yield of proton-rich ejecta evidence of 
strong neutrino convective heating 

• Outward Ti, Cr, Fe plumes due to buoyant high 
entropy (low density, high temperature) bubbles 
pushing ejecta outwards

High entropy neutrino driven convection explosion 
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(Methods). Although stable Ti and Cr are produced at both the α-rich 
freeze-out and at the lower-temperature quasi-equilibrium (QSE) layers, 
the low Cr/Fe ratio rules out an origin in the QSE layer (Fig. 3a). Thus, we 
conclude that the Fe-rich fingers were produced at the high-entropy 
nuclear burning region.

The mass ratios among the α-rich freeze-out elements are specified 
by only a few parameters: the lepton (electron) fraction (the average 
electron number per baryon), the peak density ρpeak, the peak tem-
perature Tpeak, the rate at which the temperature and density change 
and the freeze-out timescale18,19. This means, in principle, that the 
observed mass ratios can provide estimates of key physical parameters 
(that is, the peak radiation entropy, s T ρ≡ /peak peak

3
peak  and the lepton 

fraction, Ye) of the convective supernova engine. In fact, some recent 
simulations predict that strongly neutrino-heated plumes are 
high-entropy and proton-rich2,5,6.

In Fig. 3b, we show the nucleosynthetic outputs for an extremely hot 
(Tpeak = 10 GK) burning zone with Ye > 0.5 that can be achieved only in 
such neutrino-heated plumes (Methods). We find that the high-entropy 
(log[T peak

3 /ρpeak (K3 cm3 g–1)] ≳ 23) and proton-rich (Ye = 0.55) environ-
ment can reproduce the observed mass ratios very well. These physical 
parameters are very similar to those of hot plumes in multi-dimensional 
simulations2,6,19. In another possible scenario, we can also explain the 
mass ratios using the material immediately above the hot plumes, 
which is characterized by lower entropy and higher density (Tpeak ≈ 6 GK, 
ρpeak ≈ 107 g cm−3, log(T peak

3 /ρpeak) ≈ 22.3) than the hot plumes themselves. 
In this case, the lepton fraction needs to be modified to be Ye ≈ 0.5 (see 
curves with square data points in Fig. 3a). Such conditions are found 
in recent neutrino-driven supernova simulations2 where the neutrino 
exposure is key to changing the lepton fraction from the original stel-
lar value (Ye < 0.5). Both scenarios are the direct consequence of the 
neutrino-driven convective engine. Distinguishing the two scenarios 
further is not straightforward, but the first scenario, that is, the nucle-
osynthesis products within the hot plumes, is preferred; a drawback 
of the second scenario is that the Mn/Fe ratio does not support the Ye 

modification, whereas it does agree well with the proton-rich case 
(Methods). Other elements such as Ni that are sensitive to the Ye value 
will become useful in the near future with improved X-ray detector 
technology (Methods).

From the Doppler velocity and proper motion measurements, the 
total space velocity of the Fe-rich ejecta is estimated to be ≳4,000 km s−1. 
In multi-dimensional simulations10–12, Fe-rich clumps produced by the 
combination of convective overturn and the growth of Rayleigh−Taylor 
instabilities during the explosion have maximum velocities of about 
4,000–5,000 km s−1. Thus, the observed kinematics of the high-entropy 
Fe-rich ejecta agree well with theoretical predictions.

The high-entropy Fe-rich plumes appear to connect smoothly with 
the characteristic three-dimensional structures (that is, bubble-like 
interior and outer ring-like structures) of the ejecta in Cassiopeia A20,21. 
Recent multi-dimensional simulations of the remnant formation based 
on a neutrino-driven supernova explosion model12,22 demonstrated that 
these observational characteristics of the remnant can be naturally 
explained by convective overturning in the neutrino-heating layer 
and the standing accretion shock instability. In particular, the simu-
lated large cavities along the direction of propagation of the Fe-rich 
plumes bear a remarkable resemblance to the structure around the 
southeastern Fe-rich region in Cassiopeia A. Thus our results on the 
Fe-rich plumes and their proposed formation process agree well with 
existing evidence from multi-wave band data of the global structure 
of the remnant interior.

High-entropy
plumes

1 arcmin

Fig. 1 | Asymmetric distribution of elements in Cassiopeia A supernova 
remnant. The Fe ejecta (red) are popping out in the southeastern direction. 
The Chandra ratio map of the Si/Mg band is shown in green where the jet 
structures can be seen at the northeastern and southwestern directions. The 
44Ti observed by NuSTAR15,16 is shown in blue, which is concentrated in the 
central region. The dashed circle shows the mean location of the reverse 
shock28. From the white contour region, we extracted the X-ray spectrum in this 
study. At the southeastern Fe-rich region, the firm detection of 44Ti has not 
been reported16.
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Fig. 2 | The X-ray spectrum of the southeastern Fe-rich ejecta. All of the 
Chandra data observed in 2000–2018 are combined and shown as black data 
points with 1σ error bars. The modelled spectrum (red solid line) was obtained 
using an ionizing plasma model (vvpshock in the X-ray spectral fitting package 
Xspec) and the atomic database AtomDB (see Methods). At about 4.7–4.8 keV 
and about 5.5–5.9 keV (grey and yellow shading), the X-ray line features that we 
analysed to come from the shocked Ti and Cr can be identified. We note that Ti 
and Cr are not included in the plasma model used in this figure, in order to 
demonstrate clearly the need for these elements to explain the observed 
spectrum. Once Ti and Cr are included in the plasma model, no large residual is 
left (Methods).
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(Methods). Although stable Ti and Cr are produced at both the α-rich 
freeze-out and at the lower-temperature quasi-equilibrium (QSE) layers, 
the low Cr/Fe ratio rules out an origin in the QSE layer (Fig. 3a). Thus, we 
conclude that the Fe-rich fingers were produced at the high-entropy 
nuclear burning region.

The mass ratios among the α-rich freeze-out elements are specified 
by only a few parameters: the lepton (electron) fraction (the average 
electron number per baryon), the peak density ρpeak, the peak tem-
perature Tpeak, the rate at which the temperature and density change 
and the freeze-out timescale18,19. This means, in principle, that the 
observed mass ratios can provide estimates of key physical parameters 
(that is, the peak radiation entropy, s T ρ≡ /peak peak
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peak  and the lepton 

fraction, Ye) of the convective supernova engine. In fact, some recent 
simulations predict that strongly neutrino-heated plumes are 
high-entropy and proton-rich2,5,6.

In Fig. 3b, we show the nucleosynthetic outputs for an extremely hot 
(Tpeak = 10 GK) burning zone with Ye > 0.5 that can be achieved only in 
such neutrino-heated plumes (Methods). We find that the high-entropy 
(log[T peak

3 /ρpeak (K3 cm3 g–1)] ≳ 23) and proton-rich (Ye = 0.55) environ-
ment can reproduce the observed mass ratios very well. These physical 
parameters are very similar to those of hot plumes in multi-dimensional 
simulations2,6,19. In another possible scenario, we can also explain the 
mass ratios using the material immediately above the hot plumes, 
which is characterized by lower entropy and higher density (Tpeak ≈ 6 GK, 
ρpeak ≈ 107 g cm−3, log(T peak

3 /ρpeak) ≈ 22.3) than the hot plumes themselves. 
In this case, the lepton fraction needs to be modified to be Ye ≈ 0.5 (see 
curves with square data points in Fig. 3a). Such conditions are found 
in recent neutrino-driven supernova simulations2 where the neutrino 
exposure is key to changing the lepton fraction from the original stel-
lar value (Ye < 0.5). Both scenarios are the direct consequence of the 
neutrino-driven convective engine. Distinguishing the two scenarios 
further is not straightforward, but the first scenario, that is, the nucle-
osynthesis products within the hot plumes, is preferred; a drawback 
of the second scenario is that the Mn/Fe ratio does not support the Ye 

modification, whereas it does agree well with the proton-rich case 
(Methods). Other elements such as Ni that are sensitive to the Ye value 
will become useful in the near future with improved X-ray detector 
technology (Methods).

From the Doppler velocity and proper motion measurements, the 
total space velocity of the Fe-rich ejecta is estimated to be ≳4,000 km s−1. 
In multi-dimensional simulations10–12, Fe-rich clumps produced by the 
combination of convective overturn and the growth of Rayleigh−Taylor 
instabilities during the explosion have maximum velocities of about 
4,000–5,000 km s−1. Thus, the observed kinematics of the high-entropy 
Fe-rich ejecta agree well with theoretical predictions.

The high-entropy Fe-rich plumes appear to connect smoothly with 
the characteristic three-dimensional structures (that is, bubble-like 
interior and outer ring-like structures) of the ejecta in Cassiopeia A20,21. 
Recent multi-dimensional simulations of the remnant formation based 
on a neutrino-driven supernova explosion model12,22 demonstrated that 
these observational characteristics of the remnant can be naturally 
explained by convective overturning in the neutrino-heating layer 
and the standing accretion shock instability. In particular, the simu-
lated large cavities along the direction of propagation of the Fe-rich 
plumes bear a remarkable resemblance to the structure around the 
southeastern Fe-rich region in Cassiopeia A. Thus our results on the 
Fe-rich plumes and their proposed formation process agree well with 
existing evidence from multi-wave band data of the global structure 
of the remnant interior.
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Fig. 1 | Asymmetric distribution of elements in Cassiopeia A supernova 
remnant. The Fe ejecta (red) are popping out in the southeastern direction. 
The Chandra ratio map of the Si/Mg band is shown in green where the jet 
structures can be seen at the northeastern and southwestern directions. The 
44Ti observed by NuSTAR15,16 is shown in blue, which is concentrated in the 
central region. The dashed circle shows the mean location of the reverse 
shock28. From the white contour region, we extracted the X-ray spectrum in this 
study. At the southeastern Fe-rich region, the firm detection of 44Ti has not 
been reported16.
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Fig. 2 | The X-ray spectrum of the southeastern Fe-rich ejecta. All of the 
Chandra data observed in 2000–2018 are combined and shown as black data 
points with 1σ error bars. The modelled spectrum (red solid line) was obtained 
using an ionizing plasma model (vvpshock in the X-ray spectral fitting package 
Xspec) and the atomic database AtomDB (see Methods). At about 4.7–4.8 keV 
and about 5.5–5.9 keV (grey and yellow shading), the X-ray line features that we 
analysed to come from the shocked Ti and Cr can be identified. We note that Ti 
and Cr are not included in the plasma model used in this figure, in order to 
demonstrate clearly the need for these elements to explain the observed 
spectrum. Once Ti and Cr are included in the plasma model, no large residual is 
left (Methods).

44Ti (radioactive) NuSTAR 
Si  
Fe 

Cassiopeia A 
Chandra 1.6 Ms

Sato, 2021



High entropy neutrino driven convection explosion 
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Although 44Ti (a representative isotope produced in α-rich freeze 
out) has been detected, the poor spatial correlation between the 
44Ti and Fe-rich X-ray ejecta has been puzzling15 (Fig. 1). A possible 
explanation is that most of the Fe processed by the α-rich freeze 
out has not yet been heated to X-ray-emitting temperatures by 
the reverse shock. In addition, the sensitivity of the X-ray space 
telescope NuSTAR (Nuclear Spectroscopic Telescope Array) to 
blue-shifted 44Ti lines is worse owing to an instrumental feature 
in the mirror’s reflectivity (Pt 78.4 keV K-edge), so that only upper 
limits16 could be set on the 44Ti emission in the blue-shifted Fe-rich 
regions23,24 (see Methods). Our results show not only that Fe and the 
α-rich freeze out elements (Ti and Cr) do indeed spatially coexist in 
the plumes, but also that this region lies at the outermost edge of 
the remnant in the southeast. Interestingly, the proton-rich ejecta 
we propose for the Fe-rich plumes typically contains less 44Ti than 
neutron-rich ejecta6 and indeed our estimates of the 44Ti mass in the 
Fe-rich plumes falls below the upper limits of NuSTAR (see Meth-
ods). The finding here supports the basic picture of the convective 
supernova explosion mechanism, with also a strong asymmetry 
requirement, thus shedding light on a long-unresolved problem in  
astrophysics.

Recent observations from the Soft X-ray Spectrometer (SXS) on the 
space telescope Hitomi have demonstrated that high-resolution X-ray 
spectroscopy with X-ray calorimeters is a powerful tool with which to 
measure the abundances of rare elemental species25. Upcoming X-ray 
calorimeter missions (such as XRISM26 and Athena27) will provide a great 
opportunity to investigate the role of high-entropy nuclear burning in 
the Universe using stable Ti (and also zinc).

Online content
Any methods, additional references, Nature Research reporting sum-
maries, source data, extended data, supplementary information, 
acknowledgements, peer review information; details of author con-
tributions and competing interests; and statements of data and code 
availability are available at https://doi.org/10.1038/s41586-021-03391-9.
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Fig. 3 | Comparisons of the observed mass ratios with those by theoretical 
calculations. NSE, nuclear statistical equilibrium (complete Si burning). a, The 
Ti/Fe versus Cr/Fe mass ratios. The horizontal dashed lines show [Ti/Fe] = 0  
(the solar ratio29). The faint orange areas are the observed mass ratios (99% 
confidence level, ∆χ2 = 6.64). The coloured points show the mass ratios in our 
nucleosynthesis calculations for core-collapse supernovae. We assumed a 15M☼ 
progenitor with sub-solar metallicity30 of Z = 0.5Z☼ and a high explosion energy 

of 3 × 1051 erg for the circle data points. The square data points show that the 
lepton fraction at the α-rich freeze out is modified to Ye = 0.5. b, The circle data 
points show a parameter study of nucleosynthetic outputs (Ti/Fe and Cr/Fe) for 
a hot (Tpeak = 10 GK) and proton-rich (Ye = 0.55) environment while changing the 
peak density from 105.5 g cm−3 to 107.5 g cm−3. The square data points show the 
nucleosynthesis calculations with a slightly proton-rich environment 
(Ye = 0.501) are shown.

• XRISM simulations to isolate Ti, Cr, Mn, Ni 
• Due to average XRISM PSF, many line of 

sight will be mixed and faint lines diluted 
• => Need for a better PSF and FoV (X-IFU)

Extended Data Fig. 10 | Comparison of three Fe-rich regions in Cassiopeia 
A. a, three-colour image of Cassiopeia A. The red, green and blue colours show 
the Fe−K, Si−K and the continuum (approximately non-thermal) emissions, 
respectively. b, X-ray spectra in the southeast (red), north (black) and 
southwest (green) regions. c, Comparison of spectra between XRISM and 
Chandra. We assumed an energy resolution of 7 eV (FWHM) and exposure time 

of 1 Ms for the XRISM simulation. In the simulated XRISM spectrum, we do not 
consider the line broadening effects (either thermal and Doppler). d, Zoom of 
area around the Ti emissions in c. Here we simulated a spectrum with the 
thermal broadening assuming kTion = 125 keV (data with error bars). The black 
and red lines show the thermal models with kTion = 125 keV and kTion = 780 keV, 
respectively.

XRISM simulation without thermal or Doppler broadening

• Ratio of Cr, Ti, Fe can constrain: 
• core temperature at explosion  
• exposure to neutrino heating  

• => Evidence for a neutrino-driven 
convective supernova engine 

Fe, Ti, Cr from alpha-rich freeze 
outLighter element (Si,S) from QSE

Sato, 2021



Collisionless shock heating
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shock Radius

Temperature
ions

shock heating:

particles with different masses reach temperatures proportional to their mass as

kTi =
3

16
miv

2
s (1)

where mi is the particle mass for the i-th species. Collisionless shocks have been observed decades

ago in the solar wind5, as well as on cosmological scales3. A post-shock temperature proportional

to the particle mass is expected in case of scattering isotropization of the incoming particles by

plasma waves. Nevertheless, partial equilibrium between different species is also possible and the

validity of equation (1) is far from being settled. Thus, the actual conditions of the post-shock

plasma are still under debate.

Pioneering works have shown the importance of Balmer-dominated shock fronts in SNRs as

diagnostic tools6, 7 and the study of the Hα line profile is widely used to measure the electron to

proton temperature ratio Te/Tp
1, 8. However, this ratio is typically much higher than the electron

to proton mass ratio (me/mp) and can increase up to 1 in slow (vs ∼ 400 km s−1) shocks9, 10,

showing a dependence on the shock velocity which has been modelled as Te/Tp ∝ v−2
s . This

can be explained if the immediate electron post-shock temperature does not depend on the shock

velocity11 (and is always kTe ∼ 0.3 keV), while Tp varies as in equation (1). This behaviour

can be associated with a mechanism of electron heating due to lower hybrid waves in the shock

precursor12, though other scenarios have been proposed13. The general expectation is that there can

be different plasma instabilities that can enhance Te/Tp above the expected value me/mp and the

electron heating processes in collisionless shocks are different from those of ions3, 14, 15. Therefore,

it is necessary to accurately measure the ion temperatures to test equation (1).

3

Coulomb heating

electrons For Vsh=5000 km/s 
kTp=50 keV and kTe=30 eV  (mi/me=1836) 
kTOxygen=400 keV 

But measured kTe~1 keV  ! 

==> Prompt heating mechanism ?

• X-ray CCD cameras can only measure kTe via Bremsstrahlung 
• High resolution spectro can measure kTp via ion line broadening 

– Study of shock in SNRs can probe kTp for different ions & velocity 
– Understand prompt heating mechanism 
– A high spatial resolution is needed to isolate heating at the shock 

& reduce ejecta contamination 



Probing acceleration efficiency via line broadening

• Efficient particle acceleration pumps energy out of the shock 
– Less energy is available for shock heating 

• Measuring  kTp (line broadening) in regions with/without 
particle acceleration could probe the fraction of shock 
energy transfered to Cosmic-Rays

9
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Data analysis - A 3D approach
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CasA Chandra X,Y,E cube

Data visualization 
of CassiopeiaA 
seen with Chandra
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CasA Chandra X,Y,E cube
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Data analysis - A 3D approach

Data visualization 
of CassiopeiaA 
seen with Chandra



Athena X-IFU: 
 a transformational view of the X-ray Universe

• Athena : high effective area, ~eV spectral resolution 
• How to analyze such datasets ?  

– Cubes of Nx,Ny,NE ~ 3x103 x 3x104   => 100 millions voxels 
• Need to consider the cube as a whole not only 2D then 1D 

– Disentangling components using spectro-morphological diversity

12

50 ks Athena XIFU Tycho SNR simulation

Compared to XRISM X-IFU 
will be a game changer for 
extended sources (pixels, 
FoV, PSF) 



Blind source separation example: 
Generalized Morphological Component Analysis (Bobin 2015)
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Paris, 5th of Oct. 2015

BSS, a bit more formally

5

Standard approaches amount to model each observation as a linear mixture
of elementary components (i.e. CMB, SZ, Synchrotron, Free-Free, Dust ...) :

The objective is to estimate both A and S simultaneously !!

Prior information is required to distinguish between the components
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Main idea: different physical components (e.g. CMB vs synchrotron) 
have different morphological & spectral signatures in the data cube 

Assumption: Linear combination : data = Σ speci*imagei

https://ui.adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/2015ITSP...63.1199B/abstract
https://ui.adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/2015ITSP...63.1199B/abstract


Application to CasA Chandra dataset
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Methodology, Toy models & application examples from Picquenot, Acero, et al., 2019

5.0-7.5 keV data cube

Cassiopeia A Chandra 
dataset is a photon gold 

mine 
(~200 millions photons !)

Synchrotron

Red-shifted Fe structure

Blue-shifted Fe structure

Noise

total spectrum

spectrum of 
component i

https://ui.adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/2019A&A...627A.139P/abstract
https://ui.adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/2019A&A...627A.139P/abstract


3D assymetries in CasA

Most of the material is expelled on 
the opposite direction of NS.

15

Fraction of the flux in the red/blue 
shifted component

Si
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Center of explosion

20 arcsecNeutron star

Ti44

Picquenot, Acero, et al., 2021

Most of the X-ray emission is red-shifted. 
Similar to 44Ti. 

Important role of assymetries in the SN explosion
see J. Guilet’s talk

https://ui.adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/2021A&A...646A..82P/abstract
https://ui.adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/2021A&A...646A..82P/abstract


Training the current+younger generations 
==> workshop, Athena summer schools

Handling 4D (X,Y,E,T) data 
• X-IFU data are multi-D in nature and we should exploit them more that way 

data as 3D/4D products (ground segment, pipeline, user analysis, etc) 
• Need to develop these new product tools & 3D analysis (e.g. deblending) 

Fitting methods 
• Statistical tools (e.g. Bayesian workflows), modern minimizers 
• Cosmology, surveys, etc have entered the ML & adv. signal processing era. 

Where is the French X-ray community standing ? 

Astrophysical models & HR spectroscopy 
• Atomic Data base 
• Multi-D astrophysical models (spatial, spectra, time, polarimetry) 
• HR spectro: identify expertise in France  
• Need to put our hands on XRISM data (who has access, proposals ?)

Analysis Challenges



Conclusion

• Grating spectroscopy and XRISM observations are limited for ext src: 
– Imaging + HR spectroscopy with X-IFU is a game changer 

• SNRs are a laboratory of high-energy astrophysics: 
– supernova explosion, collionless shock physics, particle acceleration  

• Need to develop specific tools to harness the                                             
power of XIFU spectro-imaging capabilities 
– deblending of superimposed components 
– 3D deprojection using Doppler effect 
– cube fitting & physical parameter mapping 

• Extra-galactic SN & SNRs: 
– SN progenitor mass-loss history 
– Circumstellar interactions
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https://skfb.ly/6N8XX

Kepler X-IFU simulation

https://skfb.ly/6N8XX
https://skfb.ly/6N8XX
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Kepler X-IFU simulation around Si XIII line

19
Kepler simulation for X-IFU 
50 ks



GMCA algorithm (Bobin 2015)
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Estimating both A & S is an ill posed inverse problem.  
      Adding a constraint on sparsity of images in the wavelet domain 
The algorithm is iterative:

data fidelity termsparsity constraint
term

data cube spectra    imagesimages in wavelet domain

https://ui.adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/2015ITSP...63.1199B/abstract
https://ui.adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/2015ITSP...63.1199B/abstract


Using GMCA for X-IFU SIXTE simulations
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Chandra 
data cube

Morpho
component

analysis

N (image, spec)

SIMPUT 

SIXTE

XSPEC model
model  TBabs(powerlaw + vnei) 
        1.50531      0.001     … 
        2.28824       0.01      … 
        …

Xspec

RA DEC E
1 … … …
2 … … …
3 … … …

Event list

Data cubes

DEC

RA

E

Kepler

SIXTE simulation by 
Gamil Cassam-Chenaï


